Mating induces pronounced changes in female reproductive behavior, typically including a dramatic reduction in sexual receptivity. In Drosophila, postmating behavioral changes are triggered by sex peptide (SP), a male seminal fluid peptide that acts via a receptor (SPR) expressed in sensory neurons (SPSNs) of the female reproductive tract. Here, we identify second-order neurons that mediate the behavioral changes induced by SP. These SAG neurons receive synaptic input from SPSNs in the abdominal ganglion and project to the dorsal protocerebrum. Silencing SAG neurons renders virgin females unreceptive, whereas activating them increases the receptivity of females that have already mated. Physiological experiments demonstrate that SP downregulates the excitability of the SPSNs, and hence their input onto SAG neurons. These data thus provide a physiological correlate of mating status in the female central nervous system and a key entry point into the brain circuits that control sexual receptivity.
INTRODUCTION
Mating often has a profound impact on subsequent behavior. In female Drosophila melanogaster, for example, copulation induces a behavioral switch that is both dramatic and varied (Kubli, 2003) , including a reduction in receptivity (Manning, 1962) , an increase in egg laying (Bloch Qazi et al., 2003) , alterations in sleep cycles (Isaac et al., 2010) , and changes in dietary preferences (Ribeiro and Dickson, 2010) . The female Drosophila postmating response thus provides an ideal model to explore how internal signals modulate the central processing of environmental stimuli to affect distinct behavioral outcomes. The peripheral mechanisms that trigger this behavioral switch have recently begun to emerge; the central mechanisms remain obscure.
The postmating switch in Drosophila females results from the transfer of sex peptide (SP) from males to females during copulation (Aigaki et al., 1991; Chapman et al., 2003; Chen et al., 1988; Liu and Kubli, 2003) . SP binds to the surface of sperm, which are stored for several days in specialized organs of the female reproductive tract (Peng et al., 2005) . The behavioral changes induced by SP are reversible, with virgin-like behavior gradually returning as the internal store of SP and sperm is depleted (Kalb et al., 1993; Peng et al., 2005) . SP activates a receptor, SPR , expressed in a bilateral set of three to four sensory neurons (referred to here as SPSNs) that innervate the uterus (Hä semeyer et al., 2009; Rezá val et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2009) . Blocking SPSNs' synaptic output mimics exposure to SP, causing virgin females to behave as though they had mated (Hä semeyer et al., 2009; Rezá val et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2009 ). This has led to the suggestion that SP might silence SPSN input to their central targets. The physiological basis of SP action is, however, unknown, as are the central targets of SPSNs.
Classical gynandromorph studies implicated a dorsal anterior region of the brain in female sexual receptivity (Tompkins and Hall, 1983) . More recent genetic studies have revealed that female receptivity requires spinster gene function in specific olfactory projection neurons and neurons in the subesophageal ganglion (Sakurai et al., 2013) and that the painless TRP channel and SIFamide peptide act in distinct neurons of the pars intercerebralis to suppress female receptivity (Sakai et al., 2009 (Sakai et al., , 2014 Terhzaz et al., 2007) . Other studies have highlighted functions of various subsets of doublesex-expressing neurons in the abdominal ganglion (Rezá val et al., 2012 (Rezá val et al., , 2014 . None of these studies has established whether or not any of these neurons are direct or indirect targets of the SPSNs; physiological data are lacking, and the behavioral data inconclusive.
Here we identify the key central targets of SPSNs: the SAG neurons of the abdominal ganglion. We show that these neurons are postsynaptic to SPSNs, that their activity is suppressed by mating and SP, and that this inhibition is critical for the behavioral changes that ensue. Our data thus define a functionally relevant physiological correlate of mating status within the female central nervous system and begin the cellular-level investigation of the central circuits that mediate this wide-ranging behavioral switch.
RESULTS

Silencing Specific Neuronal Classes Induces Postmating Behavior in Virgin Females
Virgin females in which SPSNs are silenced behave as though they had mated: they are sexually unreceptive and have elevated levels of egg laying (Hä semeyer et al., 2009; Rezá val et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2009) . Anticipating that silencing other neurons involved in processing the SP signal would have similar consequences, we screened a collection of enhancer-GAL4 lines (the VT collection), searching for those that rendered virgin females unreceptive when used to drive expression of the inward rectifying potassium channel Kir2.1 (Johns et al., 1999) . We recovered six such lines, five of which also resulted in elevated egg laying (Figures 1A and 1B) . The one exception, VT7068, contains neurons resembling the octopaminergic neurons known to function in ovulation (Monastirioti, 2003) (data not shown), which might explain why in this case reduced receptivity is not coupled to increased egg laying.
Of these six lines, only one labels the SPSNs themselves: VT3280 (Figures S1A and S1B available online). An RNAi transgene against SPR (UAS-SPR-IR) confirms that VT3280 targets the sensory neurons in which SPR function is required ( Figures  S1C and S1D ). VT3280 has a more restricted expression pattern than previous drivers for the SPSNs, allowing us to unambiguously trace the projections of the SPSNs into the abdominal ganglion (Hä semeyer, 2010; Rezá val et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2009) and not the brain, as previously thought (Hä semeyer et al., 2009) (Figure S1B ). The other five positive lines in our screen do not label SPSNs ( Figure S1E ) and do not show a phenotype when combined with UAS-SPR-IR ( Figure S1F ), suggesting that they target neurons involved in central processing rather (C) Top: expression patterns of positive lines, as visualized with a UAS-mCD8-GFP reporter and anti-GFP antibody (green) and neuropil counterstain (nc82, magenta). Middle and bottom: higher magnification views of the regions indicated by solid and dashed boxes, respectively. Scale bars: top panels, 100 mm; middle and bottom, 10 mm.
than initial detection of the SP signal. These lines have diverse expression patterns in the CNS, with the only obvious commonality being expression in neurons of the abdominal ganglion and arborizations in the dorsal protocerebrum ( Figure 1C ). However, none of these five positive lines has an expression pattern that is restricted enough to unambiguously identify the specific neuronal class responsible for the behavioral switch. We therefore sought to further restrict these expression patterns to identify the relevant cell types.
Stochastic Labeling Identifies the SAG Neurons
We took two complementary approaches to identify the specific neurons involved in the modulation of female receptivity: stochastic labeling and intersectional genetics. For the stochastic labeling approach, we combined the sparsest of the five behaviorally positive VT lines, VT50405, with a tub > GAL80 > stop transgene (Gordon and Scott, 2009) . By expressing the FLP recombinase under a heat-shock promoter, we could randomly eliminate the otherwise ubiquitously expressed GAL80, a repressor of GAL4 (Lee and Luo, 1999) . UAS-mCD8-GFP and UAS-EGFP-Kir2.1 transgenes allowed us to both visualize and silence any such GAL80-free cells in the resulting mosaic females. Because the mating latency of a single mosaic virgin female could only be tested once, we selected only those females with obvious phenotypes-either fast maters or frequent and active rejectors-anticipating that this would minimize false positive and false negative rates.
Using this protocol, we recovered 75 fast maters and 83 frequent rejectors (Table S1) , from each of which we then dissected and stained the CNS for GFP expression. The sparse GFP labeling in these samples allowed us to define 14 distinct cell clusters that compose the VT50405 expression pattern (Figures 2A and 2B) . For each of these cell types, we calculated a rejection correlation score (r), defined as the fraction of all samples supporting the hypothesis that silencing this cell type results in rejection behavior (i.e., negative maters and positive rejectors) minus the fraction that contradicts it (positive maters and negative rejectors). Thus, a score of r = 1 represents a perfect correlation between cell labeling and rejection behavior, r = -1 indicates anticorrelation, and r = 0 indicates no correlation between labeling and behavior. Only cluster #11 had a rejection correlation score significantly different from zero (r = 0.75, p < 10 À21 by Fisher's exact test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction; for all other clusters, p > 0.2) ( Figures 2C-2E ). Cluster #11 neurons also appear to be labeled in each of the other behaviorally positive and SPSNnegative GAL4 lines from our initial screen ( Figure 1C ), so we infer that silencing of these neurons also accounts for the reduced receptivity observed with these lines. We henceforth refer to cluster #11 neurons as the SP abdominal ganglion (SAG) neurons.
Intersectional Strategies to Target SAG Neurons
To confirm and further characterize the role of SAG neurons in female receptivity, we used an intersectional strategy to obtain reproducible and specific genetic access to these neurons. We used the split-GAL4 system (Luan et al., 2006b; Pfeiffer et al., 2010) (Kitamoto, 2001 ) ( Figure S2B ). We refer to these two split-GAL4 combinations as SAG-1 and SAG-2, respectively. Importantly, both combinations labeled the SAG neurons . SAG-1 is more strongly expressed in SAG neurons but additionally labels six other cell clusters in the nerve cord or brain. SAG-2 is weaker ( Figure S2C ) but also sparser, labeling only two other cell types in the brain and none in the nerve cord. The SAG neurons are the only cell type we observed that was common to both SAG-1 and SAG-2, and so we attribute the reduced female receptivity in both cases specifically to the silencing of SAG.
Enhancing SAG Activity Increases Female Receptivity
Because silencing SAG neurons renders virgin females unreceptive, we reasoned that activating SAG neurons should result in the converse phenotype, whereby females would remain receptive even after an initial mating. To test this, we used SAG-1, which has relatively specific and strong expression in SAG, to drive expression of the bacterial sodium channel NaChBac (Luan et al., 2006a; Ren et al., 2001) . This genetic perturbation is predicted to elevate the resting membrane potential of SAG neurons. As expected, compared to their controls, such females had no difference in receptivity as virgins but drastically increased receptivity after mating ( Figure 3K ). Other driver lines for SAG reveal a more complex pattern: four of the five original GAL4 lines resulted in a similar phenotype, with an increased remating rate and little or no change in virgin receptivity, but VT454 and SAG-2 failed to generate a remating phenotype (Figure S2D) . This variability is likely due to differences in the pattern and levels of NaChBac expression, as evidenced for example in lower staining intensity observed with SAG-2 ( Figure S2C ). This variability notwithstanding, the complementary consequences of silencing and activating SAG neurons establishes a strong causal link between their activity and female sexual receptivity.
SAG Propagates the SP Signal from the Abdominal Ganglion to the Brain
The sparse labeling achieved by these stochastic and intersectional strategies allowed us to more fully characterize the morphology of SAG neurons. We observed two SAG neurons in every female, one on each side of the midline but variably on either the dorsal or ventral surface of the abdominal ganglion ( Figures S3A-S3C ). Irrespective of the soma position, SAG arborizes extensively within the abdominal ganglion and sends an ascending projection along the dorsal midline of the ventral nerve cord to the brain, where it arborizes ipsilaterally in the periesophageal region and bilaterally in the dorsal protocerebrum (Figures 2D, 2E, and 4B; Movies S1 and S2). None of our drivers labeled similar neurons in the abdominal ganglia of males, suggesting that SAG is female specific ( Figure S3E ). Much of the sexually dimorphic circuitry is specified by two transcription factors: fruitless (fru) and doublesex (dsx) (Kimura et al., 2005; Taylor and Truman, 1992) . SAG neurons express dsx ( Figure S3D ) but not fru (Figures S3F and S3G) , consistent with the notion that dsx plays a more important role in specifying circuits controlling female sexual behaviors (Rezá val et al., 2012) . The anatomy and function of SAG neurons suggest that they function downstream of SPSNs as the principal conduit through which SP exerts its effects on the female CNS. To test this further, we first generated VT3280-lexA lines (Figures S3H and S3I) to sparsely label SPSNs and combined them in doublelabeling experiments with our sparsest SAG driver, SAG-2-GAL4. The arborizations of these two cell types were found to overlap extensively in the abdominal ganglion ( Figure 4A ; Movies S3). This region of overlap includes the presynaptic termini of SPSNs (as visualized with synaptotagmin-GFP, Figure 4B ) and the dendrites of SAGs (as visualized with DSCAM-GFP, Figure 4B) . By contrast, presynaptic termini of SAGs were only detected in the brain, not the abdominal ganglion ( Figure 4B ). The anatomy of the SAGs and SPSNs thus suggests that the Figure 4E ). This result is most likely explained by the fact that SAG + is a hypermorphic condition in which SAG neurons are hyperactive but still sensitive to their synaptic inputs. It is, however, also possible that SPSNs could regulate receptivity independently of SAGs. Thus, our neuronal epistasis experiments establish that SAGs act downstream of SPSNs but do not formally prove that this is the only pathway through which SPSNs regulate female receptivity. Nonetheless, the fact that silencing SAGs completely mimics the effect of silencing SPSNs suggest that this is indeed the case.
SAG and SPSN Are Synaptically Coupled
To investigate the physiological basis for information flow from SPSNs to SAGs, we developed an ex vivo preparation in which the entire ventral nerve cord is dissected together with the full female reproductive system and its associated neural ganglia ( Figure 5A ). In this preparation, the SAGs are accessible for whole-cell patch-clamp recordings and the SPSNs for optogenetic activation. Importantly, this preparation still preserves several key aspects of the postmating response. Sperm, to which SP is bound, is retained in the sperm storage organs, and coordinated contractions of the uterus, oviduct and sperm storage organs indicate that their innervation is also preserved. We used VT3280-lexA to express channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) in SPSNs and SAG-1, the stronger of the two SAG intersections, to label SAGs with tdTomato so they could be targeted for whole-cell current-clamp recordings. When spatially restricted light was used to excite the soma of ChR2 expressing SPSNs, robust responses could be recorded in SAG ( Figure 5B ). Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) could readily be observed and in many instances were sufficient to depolarize the SAGs to the threshold required to fire action potentials (APs) ( Figure 5C ). The responses were absent without retinal, indicating that the SPSNs are not intrinsically light sensitive ( Figure 5B ). In addition, the responses were completely blocked by cadmium, an inhibitor of voltage-gated calcium channels, indicating that the connection between the SPSNs and SAGs is a chemical synapse ( Figures 5D and 5E ). We additionally recorded from cluster #12, which is colabeled in our driver line, as well as several random cells adjacent to the SAGs, to determine if responses to SPSN activation were common in neurons of the abdominal ganglion. We were unable to observe light-stimulated responses in any of these other cells (data not shown). Together with the anatomical overlap, these data provide strong evidence that SAGs are postsynaptic to SPSNs.
SPSN-SAG Activity is a Neurophysiological Correlate of Mating Status
How does mating modulate the physiological properties of the SPSN-SAG circuit? We addressed this question by comparing the responses of SAGs of virgin and mated females, acquiring dose-response curves by varying the light power (0.3 mW/mm 2 to 11.5 mW/mm 2 ) applied to the SPSN soma ( Figures 6A-6C and S4A). In virgins, evoked EPSPs were seen in SAG starting from a stimulus intensity of 4 mW/mm 2 ( Figures 6D and S4B ). In mated flies, an equivalent response typically required a more intense stimulus of at least 1 mW/mm 2 ( Figures 6D and S4B) , although rare animals also responded with a stimulus intensity of 4 mW/mm 2 ( Figure 6A , sample 3). These evoked EPSPs resulted in APs in SAG at similar threshold intensities ( Figures  6E and S4C) . Applying a threshold of >8 EPSPs above baseline to the entire data set, we determined that virgins require on average 13 ± 6 mW/mm 2 to reach threshold, whereas mated flies require 3.5 ± 1.3 mW/mm 2 ( Figure 6F ). Additionally, mated females typically had a longer delay from stimulus onset before an evoked response could be seen ( Figure 6G ). Both the light intensity required as well as the delay to response were stereotyped in virgins but varied considerably in mated females (Figures 6A , 6B, 6F, 6G, and S4D), possibly reflecting differences in the amount of sperm, and hence SP, transferred and retained in each female (Kalb et al., 1993) . In the absence of stimulation, mated females tended to have lower levels of spontaneous activity than virgins ( Figure 6H ).
To test whether these physiological differences between mated and virgin females are indeed due to SP, we compared females mated to either wild-type (SP Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's post hoc paired comparisons). Thus, mating-induced changes in SPSN-SAG physiology are, to a large extent, a consequence of SP activity. Intriguingly, we found a few females (3/14) that, despite mating to SP 0 males, still had a physiology similar to that of females mated to SP + males (for example, sample 5 in Figure 6A ). This suggests that factors other than SP may also contribute to the shut-down of SPSNs, consistent with the observation that males produce other peptides that are capable of inducing the postmating switch (Kubli, 2003; Ram and Wolfner, 2007; Saudan et al., 2002) . In further support of this model, our behavioral experiments showed a small but significant difference in receptivity between virgins and SP 0 -mated females ( Figure S4E) . These rare SP 0 -mated females with apparent mated physiology prompted us to test for a correlation between behavior and electrophysiology at the level of individual animals. We selected SP Figure 6F ) and having fewer spontaneous EPSPs (p < 0.05) (Figure 6H ) than virgins. Thus, at the level of individual flies, sexual receptivity is highly correlated with SPSN-SAG physiology.
These physiological data demonstrate that SP renders the SPSN-SAG circuit less active. These results could be explained by a decrease in either the excitability of SPSNs or their transmitter release. To distinguish between these possibilities, we next examined the responses evoked from light stimulation at the synapses rather than the soma. Stimulation at the synapse results in less robust, less synchronous, but generally faster responses than at the soma (Figure 7 ). For example, for virgin female preparations stimulated at 11.5 mW/mm 2 , only one of 
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22 responses occurred in less than 10 ms upon stimulation at the soma (possibly a spontaneous EPSP; Figure 6G ). By contrast, 7/18 responses occurred within 10 ms upon stimulation at the synapse, some in as little as 1-2 ms ( Figure 7G ). When stimulated at the synapse, we saw no differences in the light power required for the synapse-triggered responses between virgin (median 67 mW/mm 2 ), SP 0 -mated (172 mW/mm 2 ), and SP + -mated (172 mW/mm 2 ) females ( Figure 7F ). The data suggest that SP is more likely to act at the soma to change SPSN excitability rather than at the termini to change the probability of synaptic vesicle release.
SP Directly Switches SPSN-SAG Physiology
These data demonstrate that SP is required for the modulation of SPSN-SAG physiology upon mating; however, they do not establish whether SP acts directly nor reveal how rapidly it induces these physiological changes. To test this, we added synthetic SP while recording SAG responses in preparations from virgin females ( Figure 8A ). Compared to animals treated with the diluent control, SP induced a marked decrease in EPSPs evoked to a given light power ( Figures 8B and 8C ). As we had previously observed, the difference could only be observed when SPSNs were stimulated at the soma and could not be seen when the synapse was directly stimulated ( Figure 8C ). The spontaneous EPSPs also decreased upon SP addition (Figure 8D) . SP exerts its effects over the course of 5 min, after which further decreases are no longer observed ( Figure 8E ). This delay presumably includes the time required for SP to penetrate the tissue and gain access to SPR. We conclude from these data that SP acts directly and acutely to reduce activity of the SPSN-SAG circuit.
DISCUSSION
Our physiological and behavioral experiments suggest that SAG neurons are the primary route by which the SP signal is conveyed to the brain. Moreover, we have shown that SP acts directly to silence activity of the SPSN-SAG circuit after mating, most likely through SPR receptors located near the SPSN soma ( Figure 8F ). How does silencing the activity of the SPSN-SAG circuit render virgins unreceptive? It has been proposed that the SPSNs might be mechanosensitive (Hä semeyer et al., 2009) , in which case mating and SP might gate their responses to mechanical stimulation. Alternatively, SPSNs might be tonically active, and the silencing of this tonic firing by SP would then induce postmating behavior. Distinguishing between these models would require recordings from the SPSNs themselves. This is however complicated by the tight sheath that surrounds these cells and the uncertainty as to what, if any, mechanical stimulation might normally activate them. Nonetheless, our indirect recordings of SAG do suggest that, at least in our ex vivo preparation, virgins have increased spontaneous activity compared to mated flies. In addition, this tonic activity can be acutely modulated through exogenous SP application. We therefore favor the model that the SPSNs are tonically active in virgins, and the silencing of this activity leads to a postmating behavior.
What other neurons might be part of the circuit that controls the postmating switch? Studies from Rezá val and colleagues (Rezá val et al., 2012 (Rezá val et al., , 2014 (Rezá val et al., 2014) . These dsx + Tdc2 + neurons innervate the sperm storage organs, raising the possibility that they control SP availability in the female reproductive tract rather than SP signaling within the central nervous system. Octopamine is known to regulate sperm storage within females (Avila et al., 2012) , and SP binds to and is gradually released from sperm (Peng et al., 2005) . Hence, these dsx + Tdc2 + octopaminergic neurons could act genetically upstream of SP. Consistent with this interpretation, it has also been shown that direct injection of SP elicits a normal postmating response in (tyramine b-hydroxylase) tbh mutants, which completely lack octopamine (Yapici, 2008) . Thus, based on our anatomical, behavioral, and physiological data, we currently consider SAG neurons to be the principal neuronal class relaying the SP signal to the brain to control female sexual receptivity. No doubt many other abdominal ganglion neurons, including dsx + ET FLP250 and dsx
, contribute to the complex physiological changes that accompany mating, and further work will be required to better understand their roles in this emerging network.
Within the brain, the major target region of the SAG neurons is the pars intercerebralis, a region distinct from those implicated in the genetic studies of spinster mutants (Sakurai et al., 2013) but broadly consistent with the mapping of an anterior dorsal brain region for female receptivity in the gynandromorph studies (Tompkins and Hall, 1983) . The pars intercerebralis is a neuroendocrine center, and at least two distinct classes of cells in this region have been specifically implicated in the regulation of female receptivity: cells that produce the small peptide SIFamide (Terhzaz et al., 2007) and cells that produce insulin-like peptides (Wigby et al., 2011; Sakai et al., 2014) . The pars intercerebralis also contains various peptidergic cell types that regulate diverse behaviors such as sleep, feeding, and fecundity, all of which are also known to be modulated by SP (Boulé treau-Merle, 1976; Foltenyi et al., 2007; Sheldon et al., 2011; Terhzaz et al., 2007; Wigby et al., 2011) . SAGs might thus regulate many different cell types in the pars intercerebralis, triggering the wide-ranging changes in behavior and physiology that ensue after mating.
The insect pars intercerebralis is the functional and developmental homolog of the vertebrate hypothalamus (de Velasco et al., 2007; Siga, 2003) , which controls the cyclic changes in female fertility and sexual receptivity in response to the ovarian steroids estrogen and progesterone. There is also emerging evidence that, in some vertebrates, mating itself can modulate activity in the hypothalamus and might thereby directly impact subsequent sexual receptivity. For example, in rats and mice, viral-tracing experiments have revealed inputs from the uterus to the ventral medial hypothalamus (Papka et al., 1998) , and numerous cells in this region become positive for the activity marker c-fos after mating (Pfaus et al., 1993; Rowe and Erskine, 1993; Tetel et al., 1993) . It is tantalizing to of SP application stimulation was continuous (1 s stimuli at 0.1 Hz, 1.1 mW/mm 2 ). For the remaining 15 min, two stimuli were given every 5 min (1 s stimuli at 0.1 Hz, 1.1 mW/mm 2 ). speculate that, from flies to vertebrates, sensory neurons of the uterus might act through analogous, if not homologous, neuroendocrine circuits in the brain to control female sexual receptivity.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Fly Stocks
The VT collection of molecularly defined enhancer GAL4 lines was generated using a previously described strategy (Pfeiffer et al., 2008) and will be described elsewhere. The VT derivatives were generated by cloning corresponding tiles into vectors containing alternate effectors (Pfeiffer et al., 2010; B.J.D., unpublished data) . All VT lines and derivatives were inserted by FC31-mediated recombination into the attP2 ''landing site'' on the third chromosome (Groth et al., 2004; Pfeiffer et al., 2008) , except for VT50405-p65AD, VT50405-lexA, and VT3280-lexA2 in attP40 on the second chromosome (Pfeiffer et al., 2010) . .1 (the second chromosome, VIE-260b), and UAS-DSCAM-GFP (the second chromosome, VIE-19a) were generated by cloning the effector sequences into corresponding LexAop or UAS vectors by standard methods (B.J.D., unpublished data). Other fly stocks used: UAS-EGFP-Kir2.1 (the third chromosome), tub > GAL80 > stop (the first chromosome), and hs-FLP (the first and the third chromosomes) (Gordon and Scott, 2009) ; UAS-NaChBac (Wang and Anderson, 2010) ; UAS-syt-GFP (Zhang et al., 2002) ; UAS-Shibire ts (Kitamoto, 2001) ; UAS-SPR-IR1 ; UAS-Dcr2 (Dietzl et al., 2007) ; Fru P1.LexA and LexAop-CD2-GFP (Mellert et al., 2010) ; Fru GAL4 (Stockinger et al., 2005) ; Dsx GAL4 (Rideout et al., 2010) ; UAS-mCD8-GFP (Lee and Luo, 1999) ; UAS-H2A-RFP (a gift from J. Knoblich); UAS-mCD8-tdTomato (Toda et al., 2012) ; UAS-mCD8-RFP and LexAop2-IVS-myr-GFP (Bloomington Stock Center); SP-null males SP 0 /D130 (Liu and Kubli, 2003) ; wild-type female controls: w 1118 ; wild-type males: Canton S.
Behavioral Assays
Flies were reared on semidefined medium at 25 C in a 12 hr:12 hr dark:light cycle. Virgin females and males were collected at eclosion. Receptivity assay: in the silencing screen, males were aged in groups for 3-5 days ( Figures 1A  and 1B) ; in all other cases, males were reared individually for 3-5 days. Females were aged for 3-8 days in groups before the assay. For remating, all assays were performed 48 hr after initial mating unless otherwise indicated. All receptivity assays were performed at circadian time 5:00-10:00 (light on at 0:00). In the assay, a single pair of male and female flies were introduced into a 1 cm diameter chamber for a period of 30 min or 1 hr and filmed with a video camera. In the shibire ts experiments, all female files were reared at 18 C. The tester group females and male wild-type courters were shifted to 30 C 1 hr before the assay for acclimation. Egg-laying assay: 4-day-old virgin or mated females (mated females were transferred within 1h after copulation) were kept in food tubes individually for 48 hr before eggs were counted.
Immunohistochemistry
Staining of the CNS and reproductive tract were performed as previously described (Yu et al., 2010) . Antibodies used include rabbit anti-GFP (Torrey Pines Biolabs, 1:4,000), chicken anti-GFP (Abcam, 1:6,000), rabbit anti-DsRed (Clontech, 1:1,000), rat anti-Dsx (Sanders and Arbeitman, 2008) (1:100), mouse nc82 (Hybridoma Bank, 1:20) , Alexa 647-phalloidin (Invitrogen, 1:100), and secondary Alexa-488, Alexa-568, Alexa-633, and Alexa-647 antibodies (Invitrogen, 1:500). In the experiments comparing expression levels between SAG-1 and SAG-2 ( Figure S2C ), animals of the two genotypes were age matched and stained simultaneously and scanned with identical parameters. Fluorescence intensity was quantified by measuring the average intensity of pixels on a line across the strongest focal plane of each cell.
Mosaic Analysis
Stochastic labeling and silencing with VT50405-GAL4 was performed as previously described (Gordon and Scott, 2009) . Two data sets were compiled, using either animals of the genotype hs-FLP (''strong hs-FLP'')/tub > Gal80 > stop; UAS-mCD8-GFP; UAS-EGFP-Kir2.1/VT50405-GAL4 raised at 25 C without heat shock or animals of the genotype tub > Gal80 > stop; , MKRS/VT50405-GAL4 raised at 25 C and subjected to 1-2 hr heat shock at 32 C at various larval stages. The former generally produced larger clones, the latter smaller clones. The data from the two experimental sets were pooled, but the conclusions drawn from analysis of the pooled data also apply to each data set independently. Females of the respective genotypes were assayed for receptivity and sorted as ''maters,'' mating within 0-30 min, and ''rejectors,'' no mating within 1 hr and displaying frequent ovipositor extrusion. A cell cluster was considered positive if at least 80% of the maximum number of cells in that cluster were labeled.
Electrophysiology
Female flies of the following genotype were used:
. The flies were grown on standard medium supplemented with retinal (0.1 mM). The female flies were either mated to Canton S males, SP-null males (Liu and Kubli, 2003) , or kept as age-matched virgins. All mated flies were recorded on the second and third day postmating, the time of strongest SP effect. We dissected the entire reproductive system and ventral nerve cord in extracellular recording solution with 0 mM calcium. Once dissected, the preparation was immobilized using histoacryl glue (B. Braun) applied via a microelectrode to a Sylgard (Dow Corning)-coated glass coverslip immobilized with bone wax (SMI) into a custom-made recording chamber. A brief application of prewarmed (37 C) collagenase IV (Sigma) was applied at room temperature (22 C) for 5 min to loosen the sheath covering the ventral nerve cord. The loosened sheath was then further mechanically disrupted using a microelectrode fashioned on a microgrinder (Narishige) and controlled by a micromanipulator (Luigs & Neumann). Once exposed, SAG was patch clamped, and currentclamp recordings were made. The recording pipets were fire polished to a resistance between 6-8 mU. Cells with an access resistance below $400 mU were discarded. The recordings were acquired via a Digidata 1440A Data acquisition system (Molecular Devices) and recorded on a multiclamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices). The SP-responsive cells expressing ChR2 were activated with a 470 nm LED (Thorlabs) in most experiments. The LED was driven by a stimulation protocol custom written in pClamp software (Molecular Devices). Doseresponse curves were generated using the internal control provided with the LED control box (DC4100 driver; Thorlabs). For the attenuated light curves, the 470 LED was passed through a band-pass filter (Zeiss: FT 515). The two dose-response curves were a logarithmic increase from 4 mW-11.5 mW/mm 2 and a logarithmic increase from 0.3 mW-0.79 mW/mm 2 . In preliminary experiments ( Figure 5B ), a mercury lamp (X-cite) was wavelength restricted with a band-pass filter (AHF: F36-525) and combined with a triggered shutter system (Uniblitz) to excite the cells. In all cases, the stimulation consisted of two replicates of 1 s light pulses separated by 10 s. In most recordings, the neurons were injected with current to maintain a stable resting membrane potential of À50mV. In many cases, the resting membrane potential was below À50mV, and current injection served to depolarize the cell. All data were subsequently analyzed using the following: Clampfit10, Igor pro, and GraphPad. EPSPs were quantified manually in Clampfit 10 (Molecular devices). For each individual recording, the baseline spontaneous EPSPs were calculated from the two 1 s sample points, and the average rate was then subtracted from the entire EPSP data set to generate a ''triggered'' EPSP rate. The triggered AP rate was measured within the first 100 ms of the 1 s stimulation, as most APs tended to occur within this window. All APs were identified and analyzed in Clampfit. For the threshold response, we took the light power at which an animal reliably fired over 8 EPSPs/s above baseline for two consecutive light powers. In instances where we had responses in both the full-light dose-response curve and the attenuated-light dose-response curve, we took the average between these two numbers as the threshold. In instances where no responses were seen in the attenuated light dose responses, we took 0.79 mW/mm 2 as the threshold unless the full light response curve gave us a clear indication that the response was considerably out of the range of the attenuated light dose.
For the delay to response, we measured the time delay between light onset and first visible response (either EPSP or AP) using the Clampfit 10 analysis program (Molecular Devices). SP Application SP was prepared as previously described . Stable recordings were established, and a dose-response curve was taken both for light focused on the soma and for light focused on the synapse (4 mW-11.5 mW/mm 2 ). The circulating bath was then turned off, and SP or the diluent control was added to a static bath to a final concentration of 1 mM. During the SP and diluent application, SPSNs were repetitively stimulated with a single light level (1.1 mW/mm 2 ) focused at the cell body. For the first 5 min, the stimulus was continuous (0.1 Hz). After 5 min, we stimulated once every 5 min for the 15 additional min. After 20 min of diluent or SP application, we repeated the dose-response curves for light focused on the soma and synapse. Light Power Measurements Light power was measured by placing a power meter (Thorlabs s130c-detector; Thorlabs pm100a-control unit) centered on the microscope stage under the objective (Zeiss 403, water immersion, N.A. 0.8). The light was focused to a spot with an area of 0.005 mm 2 , and power readings were directly recorded for each of the 21 different light powers used in this paper.
Retinal Food Preparation
Standard Drosophila medium was melted and cooled to below 50 C, at which point a stock solution of all-trans retinal (100mM) (Sigma Aldrich: 048K5004) diluted in ethanol was added to make a final concentration of 0.1 mM. Retinal supplemented food was stored at 4 C in the dark.
Electrophysiology Solutions
The internal solution was 140 mM C 4 H 6 KNO 4 (potassium aspartate), 10mM HEPES, 4 mM MgATP, 0.5 mM Na 3 GTP, 1 mM EGTA, and 1 mM KCl. The pH was then adjusted to 7.3, and the osmolarity was set to 290 mOsm. The external solution was 103 mM NaCl, 5 mM N-tris (hydroxymethyl) methyl-2-aminoethane-sulfonic acid (TES), 8 mM trehalose dihydrate, 10 mM glucose (aka: dextrose), 26 mM NaHCO 3 , 1 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 1.5 mM MgCl 2 anhydrous, 3 mM KCl, 2mM sucrose, and 1.5 mM CaCl 2 . The solution was then adjusted to a pH of 7.3, and osmolarity was adjusted to 280-290 using glucose. The external solution was bubbled with 95%O 2 /5%CO 2 and delivered through a custom-made perfusion system. 
Statistical Analyses
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